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Introduction

The use of recursion in modelling an adversary has been suggested as a crucial component in a number of tasks including game theory, games, negotiations, economics, war and even in the evolution of human intelligence. Thagard (1992) defined recursive modeling (RM) as the ability to place oneself in the mindset of one's opponent, and to do so at different depths. These RM depths consisted of depth 0 - self insight ("I know what I will do the environment"); depth 1 - perspective ("I will include a model of what I believe my opponent will do"); Depth 2 - meta perspective ("I will include what I believe my opponent thinks I will do"); and so on. Thagard suggested that depth 2 held special importance in success against an adversary, since this is where deception would take place. I would need to understand what an adversary thought of my strategy in order or influence or manipulate that belief.

A number of studies have looked at RM with a variety of tasks and opponents including many combinations of human and intelligent computer agents. Burns and Vollmeyer (1998) tested human/human dyads in a simple guessing game from game theory and discovered that subjects who were skilled depth two modellers in a questionnaire performed better on the game theory task. MacInnes (2001) incorporated RM in intelligent game agents (computer/computer), and also showed that they could benefit from depth two recursion.

The next step (computer agents which could recursively model human behaviour), however met with less success. MacInnes (2004), using a number of intelligent algorithms failed to show a benefit of RM (depth 0 was optimal in most conditions). A number of theories were presented for this result including: a) Machine learning algorithms had already incorporated recursion implicitly from training subjects (presented here, MacInnes 2006). b) Although the theory claimed that RM strategy produced the benefit, it was opponent's personality modelling which was actually measured in previous human modelling research. Since these theories are not mutually exclusive, a) will be left for future work, and b) will be explored here.

Experiment and Results

The experiment was a complex game with prisoner's dilemma style payouts. Short term gains could be made through defection, but long term gain could only be achieved through the development of trust. Each participant was instructed to win the most money for their 'country' and was allowed frequent negotiations for strategy.

To explore the discrepancy of what we choose to call strategic and personality modelling, both were measured: the personality scale as used in Burns (1998), and a second for strategic modelling (both for recursive levels 0-3).

Regression results showed that only personality modelling was significant in predicting how well a subject did in terms of outcome in the game. Further, although depth 2 recursion was primarily responsible for this effect, it was winnings through cooperation which was influenced by this modelling ability. These results replicate Burns (1998), since personality modelling was also used in that study, but would also explain other studies. Computer/Computer matches did show a benefit of strategic modelling since the agents involved were incapable of producing or measuring personality as in the human study. It could also explain the computer/human null result since the computer agent only modelled the human's strategy in the game, and had no model of personality. If deception, however, were the reason for the depth 2 advantage, we would expect money earned from defecting to be influenced, where in fact we see the opposite. Since cooperation (not deception) benefits from depth 2 recursion in this experiment it seems more likely that depth 2 plays a broader role in conflict and negotiation.
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